It is said that over the past 15 years, the issue of judicial imbalance in Afghanistan has persisted, with the government having been quite weak in implementing justice on the local level. However, the CEO’s office has expressed optimism that the two leaders will resolve their issues before signing off for the Brussels Summit next month.

Based on the NUG accord, the CEO has to report back on its undertakings to the president, something the leaders believe has not happened over the past two years since they formed the NUG. “It is regrettable to say that the political agreement has not been implemented effectively over the past two years. Many items mentioned in the accord have not been put into practice,” said Jawed Faisal, deputy spokesman for the CEO.

As the key summit on Afghanistan looms, calls for the resolution of disputes between the political establishments have tightened. “We are heading to Brussels in a conference, they [German, Afghan, Italian] will discuss the problem,” Faisal said.

As a result of a step-up of efforts, the NUG said, two years of talks with the USA had finally reached the threshold of success. This day the starting point has been a long-standing and just demand of the people.

The NUG leaders believe the Brussels conference will be a very difficult task to do justice to the people of our society. “If we are not able over the next two years to implement the law on the violators of human rights and war criminals in Afghanistan, then it would be a very difficult task to do it on some exceptional cases,” said political commentator Hamid Sabawar.

There are concerns that these elements also hindered the implementation of transitional justice in Afghanistan after integrating into government structures. “Unfortunately there are individual working in the present and previous governments who have been involved in crimes, corruption, bribery and violation of the law,” said MP from Kandahar Abdul Rahim无人机人造的说, that government has been quite weak in implementing justice on the perpetuators of war crimes. (More on P.4).